
Commercial Partitioning Products & Services



We specialise in the design, supply and holistic project management of 

high-quality partitions. Our expertise spans across commercial, public, 

hospitality, healthcare, education and residential sectors. When approaching 

our projects, we act as consultants and work with our clients as partners. 

OUR SERVICES



The X-SERIES is JEB’s most versatile partition 

system. The fine aluminium frames not only 

illustrates the enviable design, but it also delivers 

one of the highest acoustic performances 

worldwide. Users can also choose between slim 

or wide frames with multiple door options. 

X-SERIES 



SUMMIT reflects JEB’s pledge to innovation. 

It features single and double-glazed partitions, 

slim-frame acoustic sliding doors, with quality 

guaranteed by ISO-certified laboratory tests. 

Its minimal extrusions allow contractors to 

install the system with ease. 

SUMMIT



INTEGRA
INTEGRA operable walls, both glass and solid, are 

constructed with vertical stiles and 2-way or 

3-way junctions. Its range of thickness provides 

various acoustic levels for different requirements 

and budgets.

With our signature switchable glass panels, users 

can choose between light transmission and 

instant visual privacy with one click.



BROOKLYN rebrands inspirations from past 

generations with today’s building requirements, 

creating an agile office environment with an art 

deco or industrial touch. Contours and contrasting 

elements are measured to the finest detail, making 

the system a testimony of vintage aesthetics for 

the modern commercial office environment.

BROOKLYN



The GT consists of ultra-slim and contemporary 

glass panels. This composition guarantees the 

tranquility, privacy, and sleekness that employees 

nowadays seek. 

While door hinges are specifically designed to 

ensure maximum acoustic performances, the 

ultra-slim glass panels give a modern look to any 

office through natural lighting and transparency.

GT



PLUS integrates art and function to create 

spaces that accommodate individual 

preferences With its elegance, refined details 

and exceptionally high acoustic performance, 

PLUS is ahead of its time and will remain a 

classic for years to come. It is JEB’s first 

collaboration with world-renowned architect 

KplusK to produce PLUS.

PLUS 



DIVIDE was developed to be flexible and 

easy to relocate while maintaining a 

streamlined and contemporary presentation. 

Panel finishes are fully customisable and can 

simply be hooked onto load-bearing 

structures. The simplicity makes DIVIDE the 

perfect option for companies that are highly 

mobile in their operations.

DIVIDE



JEBESIS  Aluminium Single Glass Doors (75mm/115mm)

Doors accommodate standard hardware, including concealed closers and drop seals. 

Available as swing and sliding doors. 

Acoustic Double Glass Sliding Doors

These doors can be used as a pocket slider and are superior with a drop seal. 

Double Glass Doors

The original double-glass doors offer a slim profiling with excellent acoustic performances; 

glass borders are available in almost any colour. Available as swing doors.

JEB PLUS Double-Glazed Doors

The asymmetric-framed double-glazed doors provide excellent acoustic performances and 

edge rebates that allow a ‘flush-faced glass’ detail

JEB DOOR
OPTIONS
JEB Doors can be customised to 
suit our clients’ requirements. 



JEB also offers bespoke designs that cover a variety of solutions. We can customise our walls to 

any specific criteria, with all products coming in a wide range of styles, finishes and functions. 

Available options include curved glass partitions and multiple materials such as glass and 

fabrics. Our emphasis on quality, flexibility and functionality will complement any project. 

BESPOKE
DESIGN
SOLUTIONS



www.jebpartitions.com


